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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

The Tweed Heads Commuter Hub Report is one of multiple reports that came from 

the North Coast Commuter Mapping project initiated by Sustain Northern Rivers, in 

which sixteen participating organisations joined an online commuter survey for staff 

and/or students. Sustain Northern Rivers (SNR) is a Collaboration of peak regional 

organisations to address climate change and to improve the transport, food and 

energy sustainability of the Northern Rivers. Its transport goals are to reduce 

transport emissions, increase transport options, and to increase physical activity, 

social capital and resilience. 

 

The Tweed Heads Commuter Hub Report uses a novel approach to map major 

commuter flows to key destinations in Tweed Heads by aggregating data from 

Southern Cross University (SCU), North Coast TAFE, North Coast Area Health 

Service (NCAHS), and the Tweed Heads City Council. It shows where commuter 

flows to participating organisations originate; preferred times of travel; location of key 

destinations; as well as the incentives respondents would consider helpful to shift 

from solo car-journey travel. There were 535 responses from commuters travelling to 

and from Tweed Heads to work and study destinations (a subset of the 3661 

respondents in the SNR Commuter Mapping survey which spanned sixteen 

organisations on the North Coast). 

 

Key findings 

 

 16.8% of respondents lived within 5km of their work/study site. This is within 

walking range for most people, yet only 5.6% of respondents walked. 

 27.9% of respondents lived within 10km of their site. This is within cycling distance 

for many people, yet only 8.8% of respondents cycled. 

 71.5% of the respondents lived with in the range of 30kms.  

 28.6% of respondents lived more than 30 km from their work/study site. The data 

showed a relationship between distance and the alternative travel modes they 

would consider. The greater the distance from home to work, the higher the 

percentage of respondents nominating car-pooling as an alternative travel mode. 

The closer they lived to their destination, the more likely they were to nominate 

walking and cycling as alternative modes. 

 Commuters to Tweed Heads are very car-dependent. 70.7% of all trips to Tweed 

Heads in the week prior to the survey were solo car journeys.   
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 Significant number of people commuting to Murwillumbah and Kingscliff other than 

Tweed Heads because of the TAFE, Council worksites and Hospital 

 The data shows the times of peak commuting. This could potentially be used to 

review public transport routes, and to generate new ways of providing transport 

options, particularly for students of TAFE and SCU.  
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Context for North Coast Commuter Mapping    

 
North Coast Commuter Mapping is a novel method to map commuter flows via 

collaboration of 16 large organisations with multiple work sites. The project 

addresses a lack of transport data in a region of high transport disadvantage. It 

created a data set that can be used to increase transport options by leveraging the 

co-operation of regional organisations in the Sustain Northern Rivers Collaboration. 

 

Sustain Northern Rivers (SNR) is a Collaboration of eighteen peak regional 

organisations to address climate change and improve the transport, food and energy 

sustainability of the Northern Rivers. The transport goals of SNR are to reduce 

transport emissions, increase transport options, and to increase physical activity, 

social capital and resilience. 

 

A large body of evidence reveals the extent of the threat posed by human-induced 

climate change1-3. Climate disruption is a risk to our communities; to international 

security; built environments; species diversity and ecosystems. This threat is of such 

magnitude that all institutions, sectors and organisations must play their part in 

turning around current uncontrolled growth in greenhouse gas emissions. To achieve 

this we need to reduce greenhouse emissions from transport. 

 

In 2009, the Sustain Northern Rivers (SNR) transport working group decided to 

conduct a collaborative commuter survey, adapting a survey instrument developed 

by North Coast Area Health Service (NCAHS) to determine the commuting modes, 

times and preferences of staff. Using an online platform, the survey was repeated in 

NCAHS, and conducted for North Coast TAFE, Southern Cross University (SCU), 

Northern Rivers Social Development Council (NRSDC) and twelve local councils. A 

large data set was created for 3,661 respondents. Because participating 

organisations included large institutions such as NCAHS, TAFE, and Southern Cross 

University, the collaborative approach yielded data for multiple work and study 

destinations across the North Coast. 

 

The SNR Commuter Mapping project has several phases 

1. Adapting the instrument and engaging participant organisations 

2. Conducting the online survey 

3. Cleaning and analysing data 
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4. Reports to each of the 16 participating organisations that showed how their 

students or staff commuted, their distance from work or study, and incentives 

that would encourage respondents to use public transport, walk or cycle, or 

car-pool. Organisations wanting to quantify their commuting carbon footprint 

for internal carbon accounting are able to access these data. 

Recommendations, resources and information were also provided on the 

benefits of increasing active transport including reducing greenhouse 

emissions, and increasing staff health and productivity. 

5. Development of a method of aggregating data for a Hub report, including 

times of travel. This was developed first for the Lismore Commuter Hub 

report, now repeated for Coffs Harbour and Tweed Heads. In each instance, 

commuters were grouped in transport catchments and corridors unique to 

each destination. 

6. The next phase will be to conduct forums for transport stakeholders at 

Lismore, Coffs Harbour and Tweed Heads, in order to use the data in the hub 

reports to generate collaborative solutions to commuter needs.  

 

The SNR North Coast Commuter Mapping project team consists of North Coast 

Health Promotion (the lead agency), Southern Cross University, and the Northern 

Rivers Social Development Council. Health Promotion takes the lead role in this 

partnership because access to transport is a key determinant of health. Lack of 

transport options contributes to social marginalisation by impeding access to jobs, 

health services and social activities by socially disadvantaged people. By increasing 

transport options, we will increase social inclusion. Active transport, defined as any 

travel using body fuel instead of fossil fuel (such as walking to bus stops), will help 

turn around rising levels of diabetes and other chronic diseases. Currently, only 56% 

of the North Coast population achieves the minimum exercise required for good 

health4, and active travel is a convenient way to get incidental exercise.   

 

During the last several decades, changes to built environments in developed 

countries have contributed to dramatic changes as we‟ve shifted to fossil fuels 

instead of body fuel. Behaviours that are healthy for people and the environment 

have become more difficult. Foremost amongst these trends have been changes to 

roads and thoroughfares that favour the use of private motorized transport. 

Roundabouts and highways ease the flow of cars but are difficult for people on foot 

or bicycles. Increasing speed of motorised vehicles in these spaces accentuates the 

trend. Cars have become more affordable. These factors form the context for the 

high levels of car dependence evident from the North Coast Commuter Survey, with 

77% of respondents travelling solo in a car on 3 or more days per week.  Car 

dependence is concerning from the point of view of greenhouse emissions. This 
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transport pattern is also obesogenic: evidence shows that for every 30 minutes spent 

in a car each day, the likelihood of obesity is increased by 3%5. 

 

In taking the lead role in this project, North Coast Health Promotion has been 

informed by complexity theory, a framework used to generate self-organised 

solutions via engagement of diverse „agents‟. The project demonstrates the value of 

co-operation across organisational boundaries; the benefits of pooling resources; and 

the capacity to generate unexpected outcomes through creative collaboration. The 

various partnerships involved in Sustain Northern Rivers and its project North Coast 

Commuter Mapping are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SNR participants   
 

Byron Shire Council; CMA; Tweed Heads 
City Council; Local Community Services 
Association; NCAHS; North Coast TAFE; 
NRSDC; NR Tourism; Northern Rivers 
Community Colleges; Northern Star Pty Ltd; 
NSW DET; SCU; RDA; Richmond Valley 
Council; North East Waste Forum; Tweed 
Shire Council; NR University Department of 
Rural Health; and Youth Environment 

Society 

Figure 1: Sustain Northern Rivers 
(SNR) 
 Establishes transport goals 
 Identifies need for data 

SNR Commuter Mapping Team 
 North Coast Health Promotion 

 Southern Cross University 

 Social Development Council 

 

 

North Coast Area Health Service 
North Coast TAFE 
NR Social Development Council 
Southern Cross University 
 
12 North Coast councils 
Tweed, Byron, Ballina, Kyogle, Tweed 
Heads, Richmond Valley, Clarence Valley, 
Coffs Harbour, Bellingen, Nambucca, 

Kempsey, Port Macquarie-Hastings. 

Survey 
participants 
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The Tweed Heads workplace context 

 

Tweed Heads is located in the northeast corner of New South Wales covering 1303 

square kilometres, with the population of 79,321 people that serves as an 

administrative hub for the far north coast of NSW and a centre of employment and 

post-secondary education6. This adjoins to the south by the NSW shire of Byron, to 

the west by Kyogle shire, and to the north by NSW/Queensland border where 

tsdivides twin town of Coolangatta lies. The State capital Sydney is some 820 

kilometres south by road. Brisbane City is 100 kilometres to the north. There is very 

limited public transport in this region compared with metropolitan areas.                                                                              

 

State-subsidized school buses provide limited options for commuting to work or 

study. These buses feed from villages to towns: leaving once in the morning and 

returning between 3-4pm each weekday, with no service during school holidays and 

weekends. Most towns have limited infrastructure in terms of cycle and foot paths. 

From an economic and social perspective, the region is vulnerable in terms of its 

dependence on private cars for transport. This dependence is problematic with 

respect to peak oil and to the carbon price necessary to mitigate global warming. 
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Methods 

 

The North Coast Commuter Survey was administered via the SurveyMonkey 

website8 and the NCAHS intranet to workers and students of NCAHS, Southern 

Cross University, North Coast TAFE, Northern Rivers Social Development Council 

and 12 North Coast Councils. The use of online surveys allowed rapid data collection 

in a limited time frame. Amongst participating organisations, there are varying 

degrees of computer access (for example, most NCAHS nurses and council outdoors 

workers do not have computer log-on). For this reason, the online survey is not as 

comprehensive as one conducted via hard-copies attached to payslips. However 

staff / students requesting the hard copy version were promptly provided with one.   

The survey was launched via a global email in each organisation and conducted over 

four weeks in August/September 2009 for some organisation and October/November 

in NCAHS. Those who filled in the survey could opt to go into a draw for a $100 

voucher for sporting footwear/goods, with additional prizes being offered in some of 

the participated organisations.  

The data used to map commuter flows to Tweed Council is a subset of the North 

Coast data set. It consists of 535 responses commuting to and from Tweed Council.   

Table 1: Number of respondents commuting to various organisations in 

Tweed Heads 

 

Tweed Heads City Council  150 

North Coast Area Health service 134 

Southern Cross University 109 

North Coast TAFE (includes Kingscliff 

and Murwillumbah campus) 
104 

 

Only a small number of respondents (N=38) commuted out of Tweed Council to other 

work/study locations. 

Different corridors and their catchments were created based on their locations and 

number of responses per locality, by amalgamating all nearby respondents‟ localities 

on the way to their work/study. Analysis was done using MS excel. 
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Survey Results 

Car dependence 

The following table and figure show the number and percentage of all trips taken to 

work/study in the Tweed Heads Hub, by mode of travel, during the week before the 

survey. It is showing a high degree of car dependence. Of all commuting trips, 70.7% 

were solo car journeys and 11.5% were made by car with one or more passengers. 

Despite a significant percent of respondents living within the active travel mode range 

for walking, cycling or public transport, very few trips were made in these ways. 

 

 

Table 2: Modes of travel to and from work/study.  

Number of trips during the week before the survey (N = 2610) 

Car – solo 1846 

Car – 2+ 301 

Walk 189 

Cycle 114 

Bus 105 

Motorbike/Scooter 37 

Taxi 18 
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Distance to work/study 

The survey asked respondents to nominate distance to their work/study sites. 16.9% 

of respondents lived within 5km, 27.9% within 10km, and 71.5% with in 30km.  

Approximately one third of the respondents travelling more than 30km to their 

work/study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Distance travelled to work/study 

<1 km 
1-3 

kms 

3-5 

kms 

6-10 

kms 

11-15 

kms 

16-20 

kms 

21-30 

kms 

30+ 

kms 

Total 

19 46 25 59 77 47 109 153 535 

3.6% 8.6% 4.7% 11% 14.4% 8.8% 20.4% 28.6% 100% 
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Peak arrival  and f inishing t imes at work /study 

Respondents were asked to nominate their commuting times during the week prior to 

the survey. The options were at 30 minutes intervals over 24 hours. Tables 4&5 and 

figures 4&5 below show the peak traffic flows of respondents to and from their 

work/study sites. Approximately 63% of respondents arrived at their work/study 

destination between 7.30am to 9.00am. Approximately 60% of the respondents 

finished at their work/study site between 3.30pm to 5.00pm.  

 

Table 4:  Number of respondents travelling by arrival time and site  

Peak arrival times at 

work/study sites 

7.00am 7.30am 8.00am 8.30am 9.00am 9.30am 10.00am 

Tweed Heads 

CBD(Tweed hospital 

and Community health 

precinct, SCU, Council 

worksites) 

36 20 44 23 33 11 17 

Murwillumbah 

(Murwillumbah 

hospital and 

Community health 

precinct, TAFE, Council 

worksites) 

16 17 93 18 16 2 0 

Kingscliff (TAFE, 

Council worksites) 
3 2 10 23 38 5 0 
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Table 5:  Number of respondents travelling by finishing time and site 

 

Peak finishing 

times of 

work/study sites 

3.00pm 3.30pm 4.00pm 4.30pm 5.00pm 5.30pm 6.00pm 

Tweed Heads 

CBD(Tweed 

hospital and 

Community health 

precinct, SCU, 

Council worksites) 

15 27 29 40 35 15 14 

Murwillumbah 

(Murwillumbah 

hospital and 

Community health 

precinct, TAFE, 

Council worksites) 

1 6 18 93 25 11 4 

Kingscliff (TAFE, 

Council worksites) 
8 14 11 17 8 4 4 
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Factors inf luencing mode of t ravel   

When asked “Do any of the following influence the way you get to work/study?” 

42.8% of the respondents said that distance is the main influencing factor; 32.7% 

nominated lack of, or infrequent public transport; 26.5 % said weather; 23% said no 

direct public transport. Carrying materials, shopping, and cost of fuel rated highly 

among the other influencing factors. 
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Interest in al ternat ive ways to travel  to work  

The survey revealed considerable interest in alternative modes of travel by 

respondents who usually drive solo. 

 

 
 

 

Alternative modes of t ravel considered by 

respondents who usual ly dr ive to work /study 

solo by their  distance from work /study  

 
The following table and chart shows preferences for alternative modes of travel, for 

those who normally drive solo, for different proximities to work/study sites. This 

provides useful information when planning strategies to encourage active transport. 

28% of those who live within 5km show interest in walking. Even amongst those who 

live 6-10km from their work/study destination, 9.7% would consider walking to 

work/study. The cycling data shows less sensitivity to distance than walking. Of those 

who live 0-15km of their work/study site, 55.2% would consider cycling. As distance 

increases, an increasing percentage of respondents show interest in carpooling. 
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Incentives favoured for car-pool ing 

When asked “what incentives would you need to take up carpooling at least once a 

week?” 35.9%(192) of the respondents who usually drive solo showed preference for 

being introduced to a peer; 23%(123) were interested in access to allocated parking 

for those who carpool and 14.4%(77) showed interest in using a carpooling scheme. 

 

Table 6: Alternative modes of travel considered by those who usually drive solo – Tweed Heads 

Hub 

Distance Walking Cycling 

Car 

pooling-

driver 

Car pooling-

passenger 

Motorbike, 

scooter, 

moped etc 

Bus 

Light 

Rail(*option 

not used in 

NCAHS survey) 

Train 

0-5km 28.0% 23.0% 9.0% 14.0% 4.0% 14.0% 4.0% 4.0% 

6-10km 9.7% 16.5% 18.4% 17.5% 8.7% 14.6% 7.8% 6.8% 

11-15km 5.2% 15.7% 22.6% 23.5% 4.3% 12.2% 8.7% 7.8% 

16-20km 1.2% 9.9% 24.7% 19.8% 2.5% 19.8% 11.1% 11.1% 

21+km 1.1% 2.8% 26.2% 24.5% 3.8% 13.2% 13.4% 14.9% 
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Incentives favoured for bus/train  

When asked “what incentives would you need to use a bus/train at least once a 

week?”, 37.9%(203) of respondents nominated increasing the frequency and/or 

extending the routes of the current bus services; 32.7%(175) nominated availability of 

more direct bus routes; 28%(150) nominated significantly discounted bus/train 

season tickets; and 6.2%(33) of respondents wanted assistance with planning 

journeys to work using public transport. 
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Incentives favoured for walking 

When asked “what incentives would you need to walk to work (part or whole of trip) 

at least once a week?” 19.1%(102) of the respondents nominated better facilities at 

work (showers, lockers, etc.); 7.5%(40) nominated introduction to a peer for walking 

and 7.1%(38) nominated safe walking route information. 

 

Incentives favoured for cycl ing  

When asked “what incentives would you need to cycle to work (part or whole of trip) 

at least once a week?”, 27.3%(146) of respondents said that they would need better 

or more cycle lanes; 24.1%(129) nominated end-of-journey facilities such as 

showers, lockers etc.; 15.7%(84) nominated secure bike storage; 11.2%(60) 

nominated anti-theft bike identity tagging and 10.7%(57) nominated safe cycling 

routes and route planning. 
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Discussion and Recommendations 

 

The Sustain Northern Rivers commuter mapping survey shows that employees and 

students of participating organisations are interested in exploring different ways of 

travelling to work and study. This desire to commute via alternative modes is also 

evident in the sub-set data for those who commute to destinations in Tweed Heads 

Council. 

 

There are few examples of travel surveys in rural or regional Australia. Research has 

focussed on metropolitan areas that have more extensive public transport networks 

and infrastructure9, 10. The SNR Commuter Survey maps work and study travel 

patterns around all large and many small settlements in the region. For this reason, 

the survey suggests that one way to fill the gap in transport mapping in regional 

areas is via travel surveys conducted by large institutions with significant 

geographical footprints such as health services, educational institutions and council 

worksites. 

 

The results of this survey are consistent with those of the online survey conducted for 

the Northern Territory TravelSmart Workplaces Project in Darwin11. This survey 

found similar levels of car-dependence and interest in carpooling as an option, and in 

incentives such as showers, changing facilities, secure bike storage; access to better 

bus services11.  

 

A 2007 Transport Usage Survey conducted for Coffs Harbour City Council reveals 

high levels of car dependence and car ownership12. This is consistent with the 

findings of the Tweed Heads Hub commuter data. The Coffs Harbour survey also 

found that 44% of respondents said they were interested in using bus services more 

often, which is significantly higher than the 22.6% interested in bus transport in the 

Tweed Heads hub results. The difference in interest in bus travel may be due to the 

fact that Coffs Harbour may have better bus services than other regional cities, and 

that higher visibility of bus services increases expectations.  Alternatively, the 

variation may be due to the fact that the Coffs Harbour survey targeted the general 

community, while the Tweed Heads hub survey sample was comprised primarily of 

workers and students at Health Service, Council, University and TAFE sites, and its 

main goal was to ascertain issues related to commuting. The Coffs Harbour survey 

therefore shows the value of conducting transport surveys in specific regional 

centres: while on the whole public transport options are poor in the region, there is 

some local variability.   
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In view of the fact that the aggregated data shows the peak times and routes of major 

commuter flows, the Tweed Heads Commuter Hub Mapping results suggest a 

number of strategies that could be considered to improve sustainable transport 

options for people commuting to Tweed Heads: 

 

1. A Tweed Heads Commuter Stakeholder Forum could be conducted, 

with invitations to the key participant organisations, transport providers, 

the NSW Ministry of Transport, Regional Development Australia, and 

other members of the Tweed Heads Sustainable Transport and 

Sustainable Environment Policy Advisory Groups. The data could be 

presented to participants prior to the forum, so that they can work together 

to generate innovative ways to increase options for commuters. The 

Forum could address: 

 Opportunities to improve the integration and targeting of transport 

services, using the data showing peak times and routes; 

 Opportunities to collaborate to „think outside the square‟ to meet 

the needs of students; 

 Opportunities to make cycling and walking easier in Tweed Heads, 

such as use of Shared Space principles in existing suburbs and 

secondary routes; 

2. Institutions that attract significant numbers of commuters to Tweed Heads 

Council could ensure ongoing promotion of the Northern Rivers Car Pool 

website for their staff and students, and consider other means of 

introducing potential car-poolers (for example, car pool morning teas); 

3. Organisations that attract commuters to Tweed Heads Council could 

promote active transport by: 

 Improving end-of-journey facilities to encourage cycling and 

walking. Where showers and lockers already exist, they could raise 

awareness of these facilities; 

 Providing secure bicycle storage; 

 Integrating cycling and walking infrastructure into all new capital 

works and building renovation; 

 Provision of cycle or walking route information to staff and students. 
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APPENDIX 1: Arrival and Finishing t imes at 

destinations from catchments 

Arrival and finishing times of respondents at Tweed Heads 
Council work/study sites 
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Arrival and finishing times of respondents at Murwillumbah 
work/study sites 
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Arrival and finishing times of respondents at Kingscliff 
work/study sites 
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APPENDIX 2: Carbon emissions 
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APPENDIX 3: Source localit ies of 

respondents commuting to Tweed Heads 

work/study sites     
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 APPENDIX 4: Responses by Corridors and 

their catchments to work/study locations  
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Appendix 5: Maps showing Tweed Heads 

regional Transport services 
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